Chapter Homework Rubric
Purpose: Each chapter homework packet contains required material that students need to read
and examine on their own time. Much of this material will supplement material covered in class.
Due to class-time limitations, students are expected complete this material to ensure they have
enough background knowledge to accurately complete all in-class activities. Not only does
homework help with labs and exams, it is also a simple way to keep your class grade points up.

Points Possible: Each student homework packet will be graded for completeness, accuracy
and writing(sentences and legibility). 30 to 50 points maximum (shorter chapters may have few
questions, hence fewer points.) Types of questions will vary.

Reviewing Concepts: Each question is worth 2 points, answer in complete
sentence
Vocabulary: define each assigned word( each worth 1 point) in own words or from
book. Must be accurate and complete (NOT necessary to be in a sentence)
Reviewing content: multiple choice questions, .5 points each
Understanding concepts/analyzing data questions: May be chosen for some
chapters. Each worth 2 points. Answer in complete sentence
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All the above rubric points are for homework packets handed in on due date, at
beginning of period. Late packets will be lose up to 10 pts possible per day. No
packets will be accepted after class work is handed back without special
circumstances. Absent students will have 1 additional school day for each day
absent w/o penalty for lateness

